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Overview
The City of Fort Collins, Colorado hosted its inaugural Open Streets, or car-free event on July 20, 2014.
Several goals were established during the planning process by City staff in order to guide the
implementation of Open Streets, which follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Promote and increase active transportation.
Promote and increase physical activity and social health.
Increase awareness and acceptability of streets as public facilities with multiple uses.
Build community by engaging residents of all ages, abilities, and backgrounds.

Additionally, the logic model presented in Figure 1 was developed to guide event planners and
evaluators in determining the most effective approach to comprehensive event evaluation. In order to
measure the attainment of each of the event’s goals, comprehensive evaluation was proposed by a
graduate student from the Colorado School of Public Health. Four goals were also established for the
evaluation process itself, which follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Provide accountability to stakeholders and resource providers.
Determine the extent to which established event goals are met.
Establish a planning guide for future events.
Determine the most effective use of resources, both monetary and temporal.

The results and recommendations following evaluation of Fort Collins’ Open Streets are available in
Evaluation of Open Streets: A comprehensive report of Fort Collins’ first Open Streets event (Evaluation
Report). The purpose of this manual, however, is to compile evaluation materials used during Fort
Collins’ Open Streets event. Other planning entities are encouraged to explore or adapt methodology
presented in this manual for use at other car-free events. Many of the materials contained within have
been adapted from similar resources.
Open Streets or car-free event planners are encouraged to determine the extent to which adapting
similar methodology is feasible given their organizational and community context. Establishing event
goals is highly encouraged to determine which measures and methods are best suited for a given event.
Finally, the methodology utilized for each measure is explained in detail in the Evaluation Report. Refer
to appropriate sections of the Evaluation Report to ensure that adaptations to methodology occur after
thoughtful review of those used in Fort Collins. Note that some measures and methods used in Fort
Collins are recommended to be further developed before future use to garner more reliable data. The
possibility for Open Streets events to mature into an even greater use of resources, based on their
potential to influence health and behavior, is greater with further refinement of evaluative tactics.
Throughout this manual, the reader will find evaluation team protocols, used to ensure a standardized
methodology for collecting data during the event; standardized forms used to collect observational data
during the event; various surveys used to collect data before, during, and after the event; invitations
distributed to respective target audiences to participate in some data collection; and summaries of
observational data collected in the field.
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Inputs 

Activities 

Outputs 

Initial 

FCBikes Program
Manager, FCBikes
Program
Specialist, public
funds,
relationships with
other City
agencies (e.g.
Police, Traffic),
existing
infrastructure
(streets,
bicycling/pedestri
an infrastructure,
and existing mass
transit), previous
Open Streets
instruments,
evaluations, and
anecdotes from
similar
communities

Recruit local healthoriented businesses
to provide physical
activity/health related
activities, develop and
disseminate messages
to target groups
through various
media channels,
provide closed street
route for community
members along
neighborhood and
economic corridors,
promote existing
active transportation
infrastructure,
promote existing
multi-modal/mass
transit options, survey
community members
to

Open Streets
Fort Collins
Participants
(community
members
and local
businesses/o
rganizations),
2 events,
number of
materials
distributed

Community/neighborhood
members are
knowledgeable about Open
Streets FC, exposed to local
health-oriented businesses,
engage in PA during event
(active transport or
recreation), exposed to
active transport
infrastructure designs,
experience the street from
a new perspective, engage
with other neighbors and
community members,
supplement local economy
along routes

Figure 1: Open Streets Fort Collins Program Logic Model

Outcomes
Intermediate 
Community
perceptions change
about the multiple
uses of streets,
increased pressure
from community
members to
provide similar
events, participate
in PA (active
transport or
recreation) after
the event (i.e.
increased selfefficacy),
businesses along
the route benefit
economically,
participating
businesses benefit
economically

Long-term
Social
capital/community
building and civic
pride, investment
in active
transport/pedestri
an infrastructure,
acceptance of
streets as facilities
with multiple uses,
increased rates of
active transport,
increased rates of
involvement in
recreational
activities
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Figure 2: Open Streets Observer volunteer protocol.
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Figure 3: Open Streets Surveyor protocol, front page.
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Figure 4: Open Streets Surveyor protocol, back page. The back page provided volunteer surveyors
with space to tally the number of event participants that were asked to take the Intercept Survey,
tally the number of participants that completed the Intercept Survey, and a space to provide other
qualitative responses.
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Figure 5: Quantitative adult observation counting form, front page.

Figure 6: Quantitative adult observation counting form, back page.
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Figure 7: Quantitative youth observation counting form, front page.
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Figure 8: Quantitative youth observation counting form, back page.
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Figure 9: Sample Open Streets General Observation form. Note: questions are standard for three 15minute qualitative observation time periods. Questions repeat verbatim for the subsequent time
periods, not shown here.
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Figure 10: Open Streets Participant Intercept Survey.
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Figure 11: Business Partner Evaluation Survey.
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Figure 12: Volunteer Exit Survey, printed two per page and distributed as half page surveys.
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Open Streets Resident Survey
Dear Fort Collins resident:
Thank you for letting up play in the street,
right in front of your residence! Please take
about 2-3 minutes to share your experience
about the first ever Open Streets event in Fort
Collins. Your response will help us plan future
Open Streets events.

Please select your response for
each question.
1) Did you participate in Open Streets?
( ) YES!
( ) Not this time
2) If YES, what capacities were you involved
in?
[ ] Volunteer
[ ] Participant
[ ] Business partner

3) My residence faces the route (Whedbee or
Laurel Streets):
( ) Yes, my address is either on Whedbee or
Laurel Streets
( ) No, it is adjacent or near but not directly on
the route
4) My driveway/garage was restricted during
the event because it has access from
Whedbee or Laurel Streets:
( ) Yes, access was restricted to my driveway
or garage
( ) No, I still had access to my driveway or
garage
5) My driveway/garage had immediate access
to a side street with an open intersection:
( ) Yes, I was able to leave, if necessary, via a
street other than Whedbee or Laurel
( ) No, all access was restricted to my
residence

Please select one response for
each question.
6) I was notified in advance about Open
Streets.
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
()
Neutral
( ) Disagree ( ) Strongly
Disagree

Figure 13a: Resident Survey. Continues on next page.
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7) Closing the street for Open Streets was
inconvenient.
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
()
Neutral
( ) Disagree ( ) Strongly
Disagree
8) I had enough information about Open
Streets to make adequate plans in advance.
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
()
Neutral
( ) Disagree ( ) Strongly
Disagree
9) I want Open Streets in my neighborhood
again.
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
()
Neutral
( ) Disagree ( ) Strongly
Disagree

13) The personal inconvenience of closing the
street for Open Streets was worth the
community building that occurred as a result of
the event.
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Neutral
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

Please provide us with any last
comments you may have.
14) Please suggest a future route!
___________________________________________

10) Event participants respected my
property.
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
()
Neutral
( ) Disagree ( ) Strongly
Disagree

15) Please leave any additional comments:
___________________________________________

Thank You!
11) The event was clean.
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
()
Neutral
( ) Disagree ( ) Strongly
Disagree

Thank you for taking our survey. Your response
is very important to us.

12) The noise level of the event was louder
than a typical Sunday.
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
()
Neutral
( ) Disagree ( ) Strongly
Disagree
Figure 13b: Continued from previous page. Survey Gizmo generated Microsoft Word Resident Survey.
Note: The Resident Survey appeared to residents as a fully formatted Survey Gizmo webpage.
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Post-Open Streets Economic
Impact
Thank you for participating
This survey is similar to a survey
that was distributed several
weeks ago, prior to July 20, 2014.
The format may look familiar and
your responses are appreciated.
The City of Fort Collins and FC Bikes is
interested to know how Open Streets
impacted your business. Recently, a survey
was distributed to businesses located near
the route on Laurel and Whedbee Streets. If
you returned a survey about daily sales
before July 20, 2014, please answer only the
questions associated with Sunday July 20,
2014. If you have not returned a survey
about daily sales before July 20, 2014, please
take an additional minute or two to respond
to all the questions. Your feedback will help
Open Streets plan future events. Thank you
for your participation.

( ) Restaurant/Cafe
( ) Gifts/Souvenirs/Small household items
( ) Service (Laundry, tailoring, etc.)
( ) Sporting goods
( ) Grocery/Liquor store
( ) Housewares (Appliances, hardware, etc.)
( ) Clothing
( ) Other:
_______________________________________
2) What were your establishment's net sales for
the following dates (please note July 21 of 2013,
the remaining dates are in 2014):
June 8, 2014:
_______________________________________
June 15, 2014:
_______________________________________
June 29, 2014:
_______________________________________
July 20, 2014:
_______________________________________
July 21, 2013:
_______________________________________

Event preparations
1) What category best describes your
business?

Figure 14a: Post-event Economic Impact Survey. Continued on next page.
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Please describe how you
prepared for Open Streets.
3) Did you offer any incentives on July 20,
2014 (such as discounted items, special
prices, coupons, etc.)? Please describe.
____________________________________
4) Did you hang an Open Streets poster in a
window/community board or encourage
your staff to inform customers that your
establishment was open during Open
Streets? Please describe.
____________________________________
5) How concerned were you that Open
Streets would negatively impact your
business? 0=no concern, 5=highly concerned
____________________________________

7) Please describe any customer feedback about
the event that you overheard or discussed with
your patrons.
______________________________________

8) Would you support Open Streets in your
neighborhood again?
( ) Yes!
( ) No
( ) Maybe

Thank You!
Thank you for taking our survey. Your response
is very important to us.

6) Please rate your level of perceived
negative impact on the day of Open Streets,
July 20, 2014. 0=no negative impact, 5=high
negative impact
____________________________________

Figure 14b: Continued from previous page. Survey Gizmo generated Microsoft Word Post-event
Economic Impact Survey. Note: The Post-event Economic Impact Survey appeared business
mangers/owners as a fully formatted Survey Gizmo webpage.
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Figure 15: Resident Survey invitation. Invitations were printed two per page but distributed as half
pages. The web address on this invitation linked to the Resident Survey shown in Figures 13a and 13b.
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Figure 16: Pre-event Economic Impact Survey invitation. A similar invitation was distributed to
encourage business managers/owners to participate in the Economic Impact Survey that shown in
Figures 14a and 14b.
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SITE 1 – Adult/Activity M - Walk
11:45-12:00
12:45-1:00
1:45-2:00
TOTALS by Category

F - Walk M - Cycle
33
37
17
18
12
9
62
64

SITE 1 – Child/Activity M - Walk
F - Walk M - Cycle
11:45-12:00
10
7
12:45-1:00
5
11
1:45-2:00
0
2
TOTALS by Category
15
20

F - Cycle M - Skate F - Skate
29
23
0
27
18
0
18
17
0
74
58
0

9
1
3
13

F - Cycle M - Skate F - Skate
8
0
2
1
2
1
12
2

Walking Skate/Other
M -Other F - Other TOTALS by Time Distance Between Counting Sites Cycling Speed Speed
Speed
2
0
0
124
0.45
2
2
1.5
0
0
2
82
0.45
2
2
1.5
0
1
1
58
0.45
2
2
1.5
2
1
3
264

1
0
1
2

Other
TOTALS by Time
3
2
40
3
2
25
6
0
15
12 4
80

TOTAL FOR SITE 1 ADULTS
TOTAL FOR SITE 1 CHILDREN
TOTAL FOR ALL

264
80
344

Strollers

SITE 2 – Adult/Activity M - Walk
F - Walk M - Cycle
11:45-12:00
8
11
12:45-1:00
11
16
1:45-2:00
5
8
TOTALS by Category
24
35

25
18
21
35

F - Cycle M - Skate F - Skate
19
1
16
0
21
0
56
1

2
0
0
2

SITE 2 – Child/Activity M - Walk
11:45-12:00
12:45-1:00
1:45-2:00
TOTALS by Category

3
6
4
13

F - Cycle M - Skate F - Skate
3
0
5
0
5
2
13
2

0
0
2
2

1
1
2
4

F - Walk M - Cycle
0
0
3
3

M -Other F - Other TOTALS by Time
0
0
66
1
0
62
0
2
57
1
2
156
Strollers

Other
4
4
0
8

0
0
0
0

TOTAL FOR SITE 2 ADULTS
TOTAL FOR SITE 2 CHILDREN
TOTAL FOR ALL
SITE 3 – Adult/Activity M - Walk
11:45-12:00
12:45-1:00
1:45-2:00
TOTALS by Category

Estimated Number of
People Per Segment
Per Hour
112.2
74.4
52.8

TOTALS by Time
11
16
18
45

0.45
0.45
0.45

2
2
2

2
2
2

1.5
1.5
1.5

37.8
24.3
15.9

0.45
0.45
0.45

2
2
2

2
2
2

1.5
1.5
1.5

60.3
56.1
51.9

0.45
0.45
0.45

2
2
2

2
2
2

1.5
1.5
1.5

11.1
15.6
17.4

66
11
77

F - Walk M - Cycle
30
21
27
78

29
22
24
75

F - Cycle M - Skate F - Skate
14
2
22
0
25
1
61
3

0
0
1
1

M -Other F - Other TOTALS by Time
0
0
105
0
0
82
0
0
92
0
0
279

0.45
0.45
0.45

2
2
2

3
2
2

1.5
1.5
1.5

77.1
73.8
83.4

SITE 3 – Child/Activity M - Walk
F - Walk M - Cycle
11:45-12:00
7
9
12:45-1:00
6
5
1:45-2:00
1
10
TOTALS by Category
14
24

6
6
4
16

F - Cycle M - Skate F - Skate
6
0
7
3
4
0
17
3

0
0
0
0

Strollers Other
10
7
12
29

0.45
0.45
0.45

2
2
2

2
2
2

1.5
1.5
1.5

44.4
38.4
32.7

0.45
0.45
0.45

2
2
2

2
2
2

1.5
1.5
1.5

73.2
60.6
69.9

0.45
0.45
0.45

2
2
3

2
2
2

1.5
1.5
1.5

36.3
17.1
22.8

30
17
14
61

6
4
1
11

TOTAL FOR SITE 3 ADULTS
TOTAL FOR SITE 3 CHILDREN
TOTAL FOR ALL
SITE 4 – Adult/Activity M - Walk
F - Walk M - Cycle
11:45-12:00
17
27
12:45-1:00
15
20
1:45-2:00
8
16
TOTALS by Category
40
63

22
18
30
70

F - Cycle M - Skate F - Skate
14
0
13
0
17
1
44
1

0
0
1
1

SITE 4 – Child/Activity M - Walk
F - Walk M - Cycle
11:45-12:00
8
4
12:45-1:00
3
2
1:45-2:00
2
8
TOTALS by Category
13
14

11
1
7
19

F - Cycle M - Skate F - Skate
8
0
1
3
6
0
15
3

0
0
0
0

279
114
393
M -Other F - Other TOTALS by Time
1
0
81
0
1
67
0
3
76
1
4
224
Strollers

TOTAL FOR SITE 4 ADULTS
TOTAL FOR SITE 4 CHILDREN
TOTAL FOR ALL

TOTALS by Time
44
38
32
114

4
5
3
12

Other
3
1
2
6

TOTALS by Time
38
16
28
82
224
82
306

1159.5
1958

Figure 17: Open Streets Participant Count Excel spreadsheet. Adapted from Dr. J. Aaron Hipp, Brown
School of Social Work. Actual quantitative data collected during Open Streets on July 20, 2014 in Fort
Collins.
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Questions
answered
between
11:3011:45am

Describe the
area where your
station is
located. What
types of activity
hubs are nearby,
is there shade,
etc.? (Question
1)

What are people doing?
Are there a lot of people
at activity hubs, are
people sitting, are people
continuously moving, are
they using the street for
ways other than to travel
between stations
(throwing Frisbees,
dancing, etc.)?
(Question 2)

Volunteer 1location 4

Bike obstacle
course, lots of
shade on east
side.

People mainly passing
through on bikes, cyclists
are going through the
obstacle course.

Volunteer 2location 4

Moderate shade,
mostly on the
east side of the
street, info
booth, united
way, state farm
(more info than
activity).

People mostly passing
through, homeowner
spraying kid with water
from hose.

Volunteer 3location 3

Good amount of
shade, EMT
station, physical
therapy,
marimba, bike
store, water
station, info
booth.

Biking, engaging with
booths, taking pictures.
Mostly moving for the sake
of getting somewhere, fair
number of dogs and
strollers.

Volunteer 4location 3

Musical game
station, info tent,
emergency med
tent, water
station, physical

Several kids and adults at
the musical instrument
station, most people are
moving through, groups of
people sitting under shade

Are participants
engaging in safe
behaviors, whether
they are using
equipment or if
they encounter
someone else using
equipment, (such
as wearing helmets
and yielding to
pedestrians when
on bikes or skates)?
Are people not
being safe?
(Question 3)
People are being
safe.

Are there other volunteers
around you, and are they
interacting with participants?
What else do you notice
about other volunteer’s
behaviors?
(Question 4)

Are participants
socially interacting
with one another?
What does the
interaction look
like?
(Question 5)

Describe the
weather
conditions. Is
it hot, cloudy,
what’s the
temperature,
etc.?
(Question 6)

Additional notes?
(Question 7)

Yes but no one is interacting
with them.

Yes, just chatting
and milling about.

Hot, clear
skies.

Seems safe, not
enough traffic for
conflicts.

Cops are doing great holding
traffic at Pitkin, Volunteers
mostly interacting with each
other unless approached by
the public.

People seem to be
staying with who
they know, both
planned and
chance meet ups.

Hot, light
breeze.

Overheard conversation
indicated unsure exactly what
the event was, quote from ~7
year olds, "Oh my gosh, we're
actually on our own!" Referring
to parents being quite a ways
behind. They sounded happy
about it.

Generally safe.
Aware of the
intersection with
cop directing traffic.
Lots of helmets,
especially on kids,
generally staying to
the right side
following flow of
traffic.
Yes, people are
being safe; careful
to avoid
pedestrians.

Several other volunteers.
Mostly engaged with people,
especially at info booth.

Yes, mostly within
groups though
taking pictures.

Hot! Seems to
detract from
fast
movement,
lots of
comments
overheard
about the
heat.

People living nearby, some are
sitting out in yard. One person
selling pottery, the interactive
booths are well placedencourage movements through
the block

Yes, several volunteers-some
are giving directions,
interacting with participants.

Interaction mostly
at games, musical
instrument, @
tents, info booth,
@ water station.

Hot, clear
skies.

therapy, several
spots for shade

Volunteer 5location 1
Volunteer 8location 1

Drinking
fountains/Poudre
Public Library.
Laurel St. by
Centennial HS by
shade tree.

hanging out, chalk drawing
on street, recycled cycles
and face painting tent that
have several people.
~29 people
walking/riding/(illegible).

Yes.

No.

(illegible)/friendly.

Very
warm/clear.

None.

East of Poudre Library
booth, moving-riding
bikes, walking, strollers,
wheelchairs.

Yes, safe behaviors,
but not all cyclists
are wearing
helmets. Most are.

Chris-other observer.

Interacting at
Library booth
otherwise to
themselves.

Very few people now.

Participants are in
small familyfriendly groups
enjoying walking,
biking while
visiting.
In their own
groups.

Warm, 91
degrees,
comfortable,
a bit of clod
cover.
88 degrees F,
sunny, slight
breeze.

Hot, sunny,
slight breeze.

People still travel on right hand
side of street. Too large of
space between activities on
this end of the street.

Question 6

Question 7

Hot, sunny,
few clouds.

All of the bike racks are empty,
few people have been walking
alone, those who have stopped
in the area have some so to sit
down in the shade, some
people have been stopping to
get massages at the massage
booth, the other getting lots of
attention has been the yoga
booth, some people seem to
be travelling through to get to
the Greek food booth.

Volunteer 6location 2

Not much shade,
massage boothonly thing on the
block.

People on the street are
walking, biking, visiting w/
survey taker, pushing
stroller, very little activity
at activity hub.

Low-level activity.
People are being
safe.

Survey volunteer-politely
asking if people are willing to
take survey.

Volunteer 7location 2

Can hear the
train, residential
street, church,
massage booth,
some shade
south side of
street, sunflower
patch on corner,
two guys in blue
shirts sitting on
the side of the
road.
Question 1

Not much happening,
mostly people passing
through or hanging in the
shade, dogs barking at
people and squirrels.

Bicycling on
sidewalk, bicycling
w/no helmet, taking
surveys, asking,
taking photos.

Yes, Greg is observing, same
one doing surveys.

Just south of the
bike course, lots
of bike racks,
only one big
shade tree, few
tents.

Booths are sparsely
attended, most people are
passing through, some
people are sitting beneath
the big shade tree on the
east side of Whedbee,
many people have been
walking their dogs, parents
have been helping the kids
how to bike, rollerblade,
etc.

Questions
answered
between
12:3012:45pm
Volunteer 1location 4

Question 2

Question 3

people are being
safe, cyclists have
been ringing their
bells or letting
pedestrians know
they are
approaching, one
kid ran into a bike
rack on his bike.

Question 4

There is one running the bike
course that is directing traffic
and chatting with people,
there is another volunteer to
the south collecting surveys.

Question 5

people have been
passing by in
groups and
chatting with the
other people in
their groups.

Corner Church service taking
place.
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Volunteer 2location 4

Some shade, lots
of "wellness"
stations, music
audible.

Some people passing
through, quite a few
engaged at stations, state
farm bike course utilized in
passing, not many people
doing their "full 2 laps".

Some congestion at
State Farm bike
course, kid ran into
one of the free
standing bike racks
(no one hurt, just
embarrassed), 1
person talking on
cell while slowly
riding.

One other non-counter
volunteer seen, he was
walking solo.

2 German speakers,
mellow
conversation within
small groups, no
one is moving very
fast.

Hot, 30%
cloud cover,
intermittent
breeze.

Volunteer 3location 3

Still pretty shady,
marimba is gone
now.

Lots of bunching in the
area by the vendors and in
the shade, more circular
movement now.

Generally yes. In
crowded areas,
some
bikers/pedestrians
not paying
attention to each
other.

Most are focused on what
they're doing.

still mainly within
groups. Saw an
altercation
between 2 dogs.

Still hot and
sunny.

Volunteer 4location 3

Same.

groups @ activity hubs
(especially between
Garfield and Edwards),
people taking breaks under
shade, people are moving
through.

People are being
safe and aware
even when people
are moving in all
different directions.
Adults are aware
and careful around
children.

Volunteers interacting with
those in tents, also with
participants. Volunteer in info
tent. A couple of volunteers
are
watching/surveying/wandering
around.

People are
interacting under
the shade,
watching or
interacting with
people playing
games, chalk
drawing, etc.
People's dogs/pets
interacting.

Hotter than
earlier period.

Volunteer 5location 1

#1

Few people in view.

Yes. All is safe.

Bike patrol, walking.

Little
interaction/few
people.

Hot/clear.

State farm bike course attracts
people on bikes as the pass
over it, but the State Farm rep
is also directing non course
followers to "stay to the far
right"-congests the area and
seems not right to put
restrictions on "open" street.
"This the awesome day ever,"~4 year old riding with parent,
"we're looking for the shade,"adult couple, activity seems to
come in waves, multiple groups
passing and then some dead
time, 1 person seemed walking
for fitness, but otherwise
everyone is meandering.
Lots of excitement about
balloons, overheard questions
about food. Lots of families
with young kids. Kids seemed
excited about being free to
bike around on their own.
Water station is getting a lot of
use. Something to help with
the dog water situation would
be good-lots of people are
trying to direct water down for
their dog.
Block of Whedbee between
Elizabeth and Garfield:
generally less people than
earlier @ info tent. Seems to
be more people in general
between Garfield and Edwards
(near games, tents, food)
compared to earlier time
period. Although things stayed
safe, if there were more
people, the event might want
to consider installing rules of
traffic or restricting directions
people can go.
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Volunteer 8location 1

Laurel south of
Centennial HSlibrary booth to
the west.

Walking/riding by in
groups w/ 2-3 or in family
groups.

Volunteer 6location 2

Not much shade,
massage booth is
only activity on
the block, not
much activity at
it.
Live music from
church, the
house across the
streets is still
blue.
Question 1

People are walking and
bike through the street
mainly-not much stopping
for anything.

Volunteer 7location 2

Questions
Answered
between
1:30-1:45pm
Volunteer 1location 4

Volunteer 2location 4

Yes-I would say
about ½ of cyclists
are not wearing
helmets but people
are being safe.
People appear to be
acting safely.

Other observer Chris-once in a
while another volunteer walks
by and we say “hi.”

Only within their
groups, they are
interacting at the
Library booth.

Still 91
degreeswarm but in
the shade.

Water at water station is
warm!!

Other volunteers are the
survey taker and other
observer, plus volunteers on
bikes.

91 degrees F,
sunny, calm.

Church service on corner has
ended-folks visiting outside
church.

People are walking in
sandals, too few people, a
lot of volunteers going by.

Bike racks still has
just one bike in it. It
is still very warm.

The sign at the church and the
easel the sign is on keep falling
over.

Participants are
mainly in small
groups moving
through the area,
visiting while
walking or biking.
Skateboards no
helmets or shirts.

Question 2

Question 3

Question 4

There is a bubble
station, Greek
food tent and
bowling stand. A
little shade on
the east side of
the street.

A lot of people are
reaching the end of the
route and turning around
to head back towards the
activities, people are
stopping in groups to sit in
the shade, some of the
workers at the tents are
starting to explore the rest
of the street.

People are being
pretty safe and
taking their time
going through the
area, this has been
true all day but few
cyclists are wearing
helmets.

The volunteer at the bubble
station is getting people to
blow bubbles by blowing
bubbles at them.

People are
interacting with
volunteers and
those in their
group.

Hot, sunny,
clear skies.

Across from
falafel stand, less
shade than rest

People are sitting and
eating, passing by, chatting
with vendors, blowing

Some with all the
safety gear
imaginable

Bubble station volunteer very
engaged.

More vendorparticipant
interactions than

Hot,~25%
cloud cover.

Question 5

Asked if it was
hot but they
asked where
the water
station is.
Question 6

Question 7

The people seeking shade tend
to be families with small
children, some bike traffic
appears to be through traffic to
get south of Prospect, lots of
families are stopping at the
bubble booth to let their
children play while the adults
sit in the shade, Surveyors have
started to enter the area,
people are playing catch with a
football in the street, one of
the houses has set up a small
kiddie pool in their front yard
for their kids, some families
milling around live close by and
head back into their houses
after spending a few minutes
taking in the Open Streets
experience, There's a bowl of
water for the dogs, but instead
of drinking from the bowl, the
dog just splashes water
everywhere, hilarity ensues.
2 runners passing through,
everyone (99.9%) is white,
most look fairly middle
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of section,
bowling is in full
sun, active music.

bubbles, house on NW
corner having a yard party.

(helmets, reflective
vests, kneepads),
some with none.

participantparticipant
interactions
(outside of original
groups).

Volunteer 3location 3

Same as
previous.

People are congregating to
sit in the shade;
ambulance is a big draw,
sidewalk chalk being used.

Yes. Most people
are paying attention
at this point.

Same as previous.

More external
social interaction
now.

Still hot, more
clouds now
though, more
breeze.

Volunteer 4location 3

Same.

Lots of people
sitting/taking a break in
the shade and under tents.
Many People are standing
or sitting, too. Using
restrooms. Still people
cycling or walking through.

Yes people are
being safe.

Volunteers in tents and
walking around, talking with
participants.

Interacting under
tents and in groups
of people
talking/catching up.
A couple people
comparing
bicycles/talking
about accessories.

Hot.

Volunteer 8location 1

Laurel, south of
Centennial HS.

Not much activity
(illegible), no dancing (no

Most children wear
bike helmets and ½

See volunteers walking and
riding by.

People seem to
interact only at the

Hotter 93
degrees

class/suburban, but there is a
wide array of ages, shapes, and
sizes, lots of different kinds of
bikes-road,
commuter/city/cruiser,
recumbent, folding/travel,
fixed gear, mountain, some
dogs, all on leash but few in
numbers.
Balloon station was popular the
whole time. Whole mood of
the event seemed to change
when the marimba music
stopped. People seemed to
lose energy. People
commented that they didn't
realize how much ground was
involved but they would like all
FoCo streets closed! Also
people were surprised how
much was going on, they just
thought the streets would be
closed. Wonder what would
change if this were on a
Saturday rather than a Sunday.
Maybe more people out and
about? Also Max doesn't run
on Sunday and public
transportation might be a
factor in attendance. More
music might help energize
people!
Less people in general than
13:30-12:45. I recommend
holding the event on a
different day (such as
Saturday)-this makes it possible
to use the bus/MAX system. It
also may draw more people
who are already out and about.
I overheard several people
asking about the event itselfwhen did it start, how did other
hear about it, how many times
a year is it held, etc.
Would be nice to have some
background music.
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Volunteer 5location 1
Volunteer 6location 2

Volunteer 7location 2

Very quiet.

music here!!).

#1, numerous
teams @ library
park.
Massage booth is
only activity
booth on block,
not much shade
Things are very
similar, wind had
picked up
slightly.

Few people.

People are walking and
biking through.

Still no carnival, more
traffic moving faster, got
to see hoe the gate on
south side of street works.
Looks of wonderment
from home owners
walking home.

adults/teens do
not.
Yes-safe.

Safe behaviors.

booths or in their
group.
Little.

now/few
clouds.
Hot!

Other volunteers are biking
through.

Yes-visiting in small
groups as they go
by.

93 degrees F,
sunny, slight
breeze.

Traffic is much higher
(illegible) general observation
period.

Them rest.

1-2 volunteers.

Church is out.

Figure 18: Actual qualitative responses from volunteers to General Observation forms, shown in Figure 9.
All responses are transcribed verbatim.
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